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Organisation log data are generate by software and can provide help to maintenance team 
addressing issues reported by the client. Once an application is in production, there are defects 
and other issues that need to be handled. This is also cause by customisation and maintenance 
of the software. That can compromise software integrity and functionality. This happening in 
production environment which the maintenance team don’t have access becomes a difficult to 
resolve. The issue must be handling in development environment which causes a condition to 
understand the problem in order to be able to fix it. To help with this, using log data from 
production to trace actions that occur of the issue. The log data doesn’t contain any of private 
data; it only contains actions events as a result of software usage. The main objective of this 
thesis work is to build a framework for an automatic log analyser to assist maintenance team 
addressing software issues. This framework also provides a knowledge management system 
allowing registering tacit experience into explicit knowledge. A prototype was developed to 
produce metrics and make a proof of this framework. This was done on a real environment 
and is related to a software migration project which means transferring data between 




















Technology has brought about many new ways to think, to act and to live. This has been a 
revolution created by us humans in order to make life better. At this point, there is no going 
back; computers have come to stay. In this computer age, the processes of information, 
communication and decision making are completely different now. All of them have speed up 
faster than we can handle. The world has become a global (digital) village. 
Young people have changed the world with their ideas and computers, mainly because the 
emergence of the Internet has led to the second technological revolution: the birth of a new 
kind of business. This has led to easier access to knowledge and a faster way to communicate 
with other people. This accelerates everything that we do, including decision making. Our 
lives have definitely changed, with us being capable of performing tasks that were never 
possible before. Things like social services, home banking, online gaming and real-time news 
offer examples of this new reality that has brought many benefits, but also many concerns. 
1.1 Motivation 
Software development has resulted in delivery of a product that meets client requirements. 
Once in production, however, there may be defects that were not detected in the test phase. 
This is due to characteristics of the production environment that differ from other contexts. As 
mentioned in Swebok, ‘Software maintenance is defined as the totality of activities required 
to provide cost-effective support to software’ [1]. 
The customisation and maintenance of a software application can compromise its integrity 
and functionality, resulting in issues being reported by the client. To handle this, there are 
teams specialising in performing software maintenance, and they work with many different 
environments. It is common to have three or more such environments. In a company, which 
focusses on work, there is one for development, a second for testing, a third for quality 
control and a fourth for the production environment. 
Most of these issues are reported by the client while using the software in production, and to 
fix those issues that occurred in the production environment, they have to be replicated in 
other environments. This is necessary in order to understand the problem and provide 
corrections. Replicating the problem is not easy to accomplish, however, because the original 
data are not available (only test data are available), and that is when a look into log files can 
help to understand the actions that was performed and the errors that resulted from it. 
Quality is essential for making sure that the software only does it was meant to do. If 
detecting and correcting software bugs or other issues were to become automatic, then it 
would be possible to develop more trustworthy technology and better balance its cost 
effectiveness. This is a part of software maintenance tools, where existing software is being 






1.2 Problem definition 
The production environment is not accessible from outside of the client’s domain because of 
security or data protection reasons. However, we can access log files from the production 
environment, because it does not contain business or personal data information, only actions 
performed and the ‘errors’ or ‘success’ messages as the result of those actions. 
The client may be aware of some issues that have not been reported yet. Some other issues are 
not known by the client, but can be known by the software provider. Some that had been 
reported are awaiting a solution. In all cases, analysing log data on a regular basis helps the 
provider to be proficient, and therefore improve the software by releasing updates. Making 
this process automatic allows for faster issue detection and more accurate problem solving. It 
also helps to provide insights about software functionality for decision support. 
Software is not free from bugs (errors in the software programming). These can make an app 
malfunction or not function at all, and this poses a major concern. An app writes log data, 
which can be parsed to structured data written into a database table, and then analysed with 
data mining and analytic tools. These tools make it possible to detect issues and defects even 
if the user has not noticed such, therefore enabling proactive behaviour to provide corrections. 
This process can be automatic and capable of processing large log data. 
1.3 Goals 
The main objective of this thesis is to build a framework for an automatic log analyser to find 
software bugs. An automatic log data analysis performed on a regular basis can answer this 
problem. Detecting and reporting issues can save time for the provider’s team that performs 
the maintenance and customisation work. Overall software quality is intended by reducing the 
number of issues reported by the client. To this end, this paper strives to accomplish the 
following goals. 
 Gauge the quality of software by analyzing number of issues 
 Reducing issues by being proactive - correcting problems before client complain 
 Add information to Knowledge Management System for easer problem solving  
 Elaborate reports for decision support 
1.4 Propose approach 
This thesis aims to enable the running of a general proposed log analyser together with data-
mining tools, thus allowing for knowledge to be developed for decision-making management 
and support. It is also possible for this solution to aid in software maintenance-handling issues. 
In order to achieve that, a short description of the process is presented to illustrate how this 
procedure should work. 
The process starts with log production by software applications, and it can be to a text file or 
database table log. This means that there is no standard or singularly appropriate way to write 
logs. This creates a diversity of log data types. The aim is to analyse the data and information 
that come from logs. In order to accomplish this, we need to know what is going to be 
analysed and the objective of those analyses. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the idea in a more detailed manner. The logs that are produced can be a 
text file or data in a database table. They need to be parsed to extract data to a new database 
table in order to be prepared for data mining and analysis. Then, knowledge can be taken and 














Figure 1 - Detail view of the process for the log analysis 
 
To begin, the log data contain both data that matter to be analysed and data that are not 
relevant for the intended analysis. This means a selection is necessary to sort what is 
important to extract. These data should be written into a new database table in order to 
proceed with mining the data. During the mining stage and analysis, knowledge can be 
deducted to write into the KMS. The use of artificial intelligence (AI) is a part of the data-
mining process, employing proper algorithms to help enhance the analysis for the intended 
purpose. In this case, the aim is automising the process to reduce human intervention. 
This thesis focusses on automatic log data analysis, retrieving information and applying this 
to a KMS. It is organised as follows: section two reviews the concepts and understanding of 
the already existing solutions and tools. Furthermore, it also explores the possibility of 
integrating concepts like AI to enrich the automation process. The next section presents the 
theoretical background of the proposed methodology. Then, a prototype is presented as a 
proof of concept, and the obtained results are discussed and analysed. Finally, the conclusions 
are elaborated and avenues for future work are described. 
 
Production of log file / log table
Log to text file Log to database table
Parse log file
Write to database table
Parse data







2. Literature review on Knowledge Management and Engineering 
Knowledge management engineering (KME) is the process of designing and creating an 
infrastructure to hold data for knowledge, and having this available to be searchable and be 
applied. Understanding what is involved in knowledge management is the first step to being 
able to select already existing algorithms or to design new algorithms or database structures in 
order to have a system that people in organisations can make use of. 
2.1 Knowledge Management Architecture 
The highly competitive business knowledge plays a key role [2] in the organisation, meaning 
that it can be an asset enabling the company to succeed. Therefore, having a solution to 
capture, create and manage knowledge should be done properly to be able to make the best of 
it. Preserving information, learning, solving problems and developing new competencies are 
ways to improve competiveness and maintain a sustainable business. 
Knowledge management architecture (KMA) is a definition [3] of how software should work 
in order to add value to the organisation and its clients. There are an array of technologies like 
on-line (cloud) solutions and tools that are developed in-house, but every implementation 
needs to be appropriate for the kind of information that is appropriate to the organisation’s 
goals. 
Knowledge based systems 
Knowledge is present in the organisations as either tacit or explicit[4]. Regardless of the type, 
it is important to record the knowledge into a system that can be consulted and used or re-
used so that knowledge can enable a better decision-making process. In addition, this can 
enable one to solve a problem, analyse trends, benchmark against peers, and if it is possible, 
to perform all of these tasks efficiently. Then, one may achieve success in implementing a 
KMA. 
Knowledge Acquisition 
Once an effective process has been developed, one needs to acquire knowledge [5] which can 
come from a written document or a presentation that addresses a recurring need. This 
knowledge can arise from someone figuring out how to solve a common problem. It should be 
recorded in KMS in a way that others use the process each time a similar situation arises in 
the future. As explained in the [6] human resources comprise a considerable portion of the 
organisation that can provide tacit knowledge based on their capabilities and experience. 
One way to make use of a KMS is to reuse it. For instance, if there is a database of knowledge 
available in the organisation, then reusing that to solve a problem accelerates progress and 
minimises work. If information is well categorised and classified, then it can be consulted 
efficiently to determine whether solutions for an issue already exist, and this can prevent 
redundant effort or having to make the same mistake twice. This means that an organisation 
can learn from its mistakes and gain maturity. However, a culture of trust and openness is 
essential to feed the KMS. If people in the organisation can freely discuss the failures and 
success of their work, this will help to convert tacit knowledge into explicit with the aim of 
adding this to the KMS. 
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Knowledge management strategies 
Organisations can use their management style and culture to create the openness needed to 
motivate individuals to contribute to developing know-how and converting tacit knowledge 
into explicit knowledge that can be properly documented. Repositories of information are 
built up from well-structured knowledge that can be classified and categorised to create 
taxonomies, thereby making it easy to find the knowledge when needed. As described below, 
human resources (HR) can contribute to a KMS in three main areas: descriptive, procedure 




Figure 2 - Human resources types of contribution for KMS 
 
These areas are the most meaningful contributions for a KMS, as the know-how lies in people, 
and this needs to be converted into explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is developed by 
experience and observation. It can be applied to activities that will need to be performed in the 
future. Explicit knowledge is documented, and so can be quantified, written down and 
communicated to another person. There are techniques available to convert tacit to explicit 
knowledge. One way is to define precise attributes, characteristics and behaviours in a 
measured manner. One can pass information to a KMS by converting tacit to quantifiable 
knowledge. 
Descriptive knowledge is also known as declarative knowledge, which is naturally expressed 
by an individual through sentences or propositions, enabling a person to describe a rule and 
apply it. This is a description of how a person carries out a task and the person’s perceptions 
and comments concerning it. This can be referred to as theoretical knowledge. 
Procedure knowledge involves knowing how to do something by carrying it out. For 
instance, when a person performs a task, he or she develops knowledge related to this; this 
hands-on developed know-how is useful to apply in future similar situations. Practice at 
solving problems and understanding the limitations of a specific solution is tacit knowledge 
that needs to be converted to explicit. 
Reasoned knowledge occurs instinctively and helps one to make a decision regarding the 
best path to take if there is a previous experience with similar situations. As one is aware of 
choices made and the extent to which a decision can be trusted, this determines how valid that 
knowledge is. It is also described as logically thinking through a problem or supporting a 
theory with due reasoning and justification. 
Technology adoption is responsible for a significant portion of cultural knowledge in the 
organisation. This refers to acceptance of a new product or innovation making changes in how 
the work is performed. There is a typically reluctance to accepting this, because it requires 
people to learn new things and develop new competencies. Barriers to its success include the 
lack of leadership that fails to inspire confidence or problems with infra-structure, such as slow 
Human Resources 
 Descriptive knowledge 
 Procedure knowledge 




networks, buggy software or incomplete instructions. On the other hand, the success of introducing 
new technology will increase explicit knowledge that needs to be passed on to other people. 
 
 
Figure 3 Contribution for KM. Adapted from [6] 
 
The graph above illustrates the two major contributors to knowledge, as described by [6]. A 
total of 57.4% of the knowledge comes from people in the organisation, and 17.6% comes 
from technology adoption. This means that a successful KMS is dependent on human 
resources together with technology. Creating an environment of sharing with full 
understanding of the competitive consequences, and that is aligned to the organisation’s 
mission, statement of ethics and policies, is a facilitator of knowledge development. 
Building employee skills, competencies and career emphasis, as well as creating knowledge, 
is achievable through the combination of traditional training and development responsibilities. 
This means that teaching must become part of everyone’s job, so the knowledge sharing must 
be expected, recognised and rewarded. All of the organisation’s resources must be used in 
order to create strategic capabilities and to provide a framework for the mission and vision. 
Competitive advantage  
As mentioned, ‘KM does not only promote high innovative performance, it also develops a 
firm’s competitive advantage’ [7]. The competitiveness can manifest in the organisation’s 
finances. Aside from benefiting these finances, there is another way to enhance 
competitiveness by encompassing innovation, operationalisation, productivity and quality all 
in one. Innovation can be as simple as modifying processes and enhancing the customer’s 
experience. This will produce value for the client, and therefore, competitive advantage. 
Operational optimisation and more efficient products and services are also a way to improve 
customer satisfaction.  The [6] says “Both knowledge and technology are considered to be an 




Customer participation in KMS and customer value  
Article [6] states that ‘knowledge and KM processes are sources of value creation for the 
customer’. In other words, KM implementation helps to create, innovate and problem solve, 
contributing to customer value and sustainability of the business. One way to make customers 
participate in KM can be through online forums in which the service provider and the client 
can participate actively, therefore creating new knowledge from problems that others 
experience. 
The company can create value based on client needs even if they do not realise them. As [6] 
explained, ‘To determine what the customer wants from a product and/or service also helps 
the company to make its value proposition’, meaning that a KMS can be used for better 
understanding of the service or a product and their relation to the client. Opportunities for 
value propositions emerge and the flexibility to adapt and make changes can lead to 
competitive advantage, as explained by [6]: ‘These authors argue that innovative firms tend to 
be more flexible and adaptable to changes’. 
Software testing  
In order to ensure that the software is complemented with the requisites, it needs to be tested 
properly. This task is a process that includes a number of activities and resources, and it is 
necessary because software applications have become more complex. In addition, a product’s 
success depends on delivering a product that works exactly as intended [8][9]. To achieve this, 
KM can be a great help. However, testers must be willing to understand and learn new skills, 
and they must be open to change. Testers furthermore need to be diligent and stay up to date 
on trends by talking to people and finding out what the organisation is doing. To make it 
easier, they can consult a knowledge base that has the information they need.  
Test case design [8][10] is a plan with cases to test whether they are documented. The results 
obtained are analysed and registered for whether they passed or failed. The principle 
underlying this process is the need to identify a representative set of program behaviours [8], 
White box testing is based on information regarding how the software was designed. Black 
box testing is based on input and output behaviour. Defect testing reveals software faults. A 
variety of knowledge is necessary, so it can furthermore be considered a knowledge-intensive 
process [1]. Testers gain experience from diverse sources. It is necessary to provide support 
for those tasks by disseminating knowledge for reuse, which helps to increase the test 
effectiveness and leads to competitive advantages. 
Software quality and innovation 
The purpose of software quality is the ‘capability of software product to satisfy stated and 
implied needs under specified conditions … the degree to which a software product meets 
established requirements’ [1] as stated in SWEBOK. Therefore, a match between the 
requirements and the functionalities of the software represents quality. To better define the 
requirements, it is possible to capture knowledge during the cooperation between an 
organisation and its customers [11]. Customer knowledge management (CKM) is the strategic 
practice based on forward-looking organisations [11].  
There are three main types of CKM, as stated in [11]: Knowledge for customers, which 
involves products, markets and suppliers applied to satisfy the customer’s needs; knowledge 
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about customers, which is created based on the analysis of customers’ historical data and 
information; and knowledge from customers, which involves the customers’ feedback. All of 
this aids software quality. 
As in Figure 4, there are a number of factors that lead to the acquisition and sharing of 
knowledge [5] and the outcome is product quality and innovation. The measurements of 
reliability, efficiency, usability, maintainability and functionality are tangible practices to look 
for when involving the customer in contributing to knowledge management. Therefore, the 
CKM wields significant influence as a valuable asset for businesses. 
 
Human, organization and technology 
 Product quality and innovation






Figure 4 - Organizational acquisition and sharing. Adapted from [5] 
 
Software evolution 
Software maintenance is also known as software evolution, and this refers to the period after a 
computer application (app) is completed. In other words, the next stage is maintenance, and 
this means modification of requests, reporting and fixing problems, updates and upgrades. All 
of these activities are needed, and by developing them, a level of abstraction is introduced in 
this process, which unfortunately means that some knowledge is lost [12]. For the 
maintenance of a particular system, detailed knowledge and familiarity with the domain is 
essential [13]. To be able to accomplish such a task, KM helps by recording database 
information, bug reports and correspondent problem fixing, which can be reused for similar 
problems. 
Another important fact is that a knowledge gap can be created by individuals that leave the 
software project, resulting in the knowledge not being completely transmitted to new people 
that enter the project [12]. This supports the theory that KM is necessary to the dynamics of 




Knowledge management architecture model 
Developing a KMS [14] requires careful planning before selecting the tools for supporting the 
knowledge processes. The designed system architecture must be in line with the company 
culture and business needs. The KMS can be a file in a sever computer or a complex business 
intelligence [7] system that can use data visualisation and AI. Architecting activities are 
mainly conducted by an architect in collaboration with a set of stakeholders involved. This 
will in turn identify the gaps in the existing application of knowledge-based approaches to 
various architecting activities. 
The faster and more effectively we can share ideas and solutions, the better the final product 
and the service provided to customers will be. This helps when building a team of employees 
that better serves the purpose of the business, and consequently leads to profit for the 
shareholders. This is how the return on investment is connected to a KMS. 
Knowledge Management System Architecture 
There are several KMS architectures that support KM processes. An architecture proposed by 
Tiwana [15] pointed out that a KMS should possess four major components: repository, 
collaborative platform, network and culture: 
 Repository holds explicated knowledge, such as descriptive and procedure knowledge 
related to a context. This component acts as the core of the KMS with the objective of 
storing and retrieving knowledge for re-use. 
 
 Collaborative platform can be a forum in the organisation that supports the discussion of 
ideas and work. It can include databases, Intranet, informal communications channels and 
other tech tools. 
 
 Network is a physical and social network that supports communication between 
computers and between people. Technology adoption can be related to an organisation’s 
computers being connected to each other, allowing people to use tools like 
Communicator, Skype and in-house developed software. This enables the development of 
communities of practice (CoP), which are working groups contributing to KM. 
 
 Culture of the organisation is essential for encourage the sharing of knowledge and the 
transition from tacit to explicit knowledge. As described previously, reason and sharing 
knowledge should be part of company culture, since human resources possess most of the 
company knowledge in tacit form. Developing a proper culture unlocks the potential of a 
KMS. 
Knowledge Management System 
First, one needs to assess the benefits and faults of the study of a KMS. A decision needs to 
be made when taking the next step [16]. This next step involves implementing the framework  
[17] in an organisation. To achieve this implementation, one has to take into consideration the 
importance of knowledge in the business, which can bring competitiveness, along with the 
collaboration of all the workers and also the customer. Furthermore, this must be joined with 
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the KMS being either a knowledge giver or a consumer. Each implementation of the KMS is 
customised to the needs of an organisation; the knowledge to be kept and reused must be in 
line with business objectives. In order to achieve this, there are some ground rules to provide 
guidance. 
Identifying business problems 
The company has to define areas in which they want to build knowledge [6]. For instance, if 
the business is about maintaining a software application, then possible knowledge to be 
collected could be the solution to a specific issue that can occur with another customer. Re-
using that knowledge will accelerate the solving of customer problems. Identifying areas of 
knowledge and categorising and classifying the needed information is an essential step. By 
working closely with employees, it is possible to identify their knowledge needs and 
encourage them to participate more with this framework. 
Knowledge sharing culture 
The employees’ contribution [18] through their tacit or explicit knowledge is essential, and a 
way to encourage that culture is having them teach and coach others with the added benefit of 
being recognised and rewarded. Technical tools, such as a forum in the organisation, can help 
to achieve a sharing culture. Identifying what knowledge is needed and what knowledge is 
missing makes it possible to fill the gaps for more effective problem solving. 
Evaluate and audit existing knowledge 
In order to perform a survey in the organisation for understanding what knowledge already 
exists and what is needed [19], it is crucial to determine the infrastructure to assembly in 
order to solve a target problem, or to re-use KM for the daily job functions. Identifying 
missing knowledge will help to determine what explicit resources currently exist and how 
they might be classified and categorised for more effective use. Elaborating conceptual 
models is useful to represent knowledge to organise around topics and areas that contain valid 
information. 
Customizable 
Adaptation of a KMS is needed to ensure the company’s process and people in order to reflect 
the needs of knowledge for the efficient and effective re-use of explicit know-how for better 
decision making and quality of work. Over time, knowledge needs can change, so the KMS 
must follow this in order to remain useful. It has to be updatable and upgradable to maintain 
proper competitive advantages. 
 Knowledge mapping 
For query and accuracy of knowledge, a mapping [14] is essential to employ mapping with 
proper classification and categorisation to taxonomies. This categorisation can be 
accomplished by the conceptual models and submission of knowledge from employees using 






 Knowledge mining 
As the amount of information increases, large result sets occur. This makes it necessary to 
employ knowledge categorisation to enable clustering of search results with a knowledge map. 
Data mining [20] allows for quickly drilling down or mining the most relevant information. In 
this way, it is possible to feed the KMS with the discovery of knowledge and, at some level, 
to automate the process of acquiring knowledge for later use, such as in decision support.  
2.2 Artificial Intelligence Techniques 
Artificial intelligence (AI) can be defined as ‘the science and engineering of imitating, 
extending and augmenting human intelligence through artificial means and techniques to 
make intelligent machines’ [21]. What is important in this is to develop computer software 
that automates a task [22], is able to make decisions and suggests possible solutions for 
problems. Reasoning is the ability to produce new judgment based on previous knowledge, 
such as how people resolve a problem based on experience. 
 
Appliance of AI in log data analysis 
To analyse data from a log, it is necessary to pre-process or process raw data and to transform 
this into cleaner data that are suitable to be applied to other algorithms for explaining or 
solving a problem using more specific methods of data mining.[23]. Nowadays, models by 
Machine Learning (ML) [21] and Knowledge Discovery (KD) applied[22] to data sets of a 
specific domain [24] are efficient because those algorithms have been improved. 
One of the objectives for utilising AI is to automate the process of analysing [25]; This means 
that a computer algorithm is capable of analysing datasets without human intervention. It 
knows what to look for and can make decisions in order to produce a final result with 
information that matters for decision making. Automatic data analysis can deal with big data 
by producing a valuable result just in time to take action. A more evaluated algorithm can 
perform predictive analysis and make suggestions for possible actions to take. 
It can also be used for automatic data preparation, data reduction, data cleaning and 
transformation [22]. These steps represent stages for data analysis, one of which can be 
automated using AI. This allows for handling growing log data, producing the expected 
results and connecting all stages together, passing from one stage to another. This can 
furthermore provide input for the KMS, allowing it to register knowledge for later use. 
AI in pre-processing data 
As already stated pre-processing[26] log data is essential for extracting information and 
knowledge. There are many ways to do this, as previously explained, and those algorithms 
can be enhanced by adding AI. This means that it is possible to add intelligence to parsing log 
entries extracting information and knowledge. In addition, this is more dynamic in adapting to 
new situations and finding ways to handle unpredicted issues. As stated in [25] this is used as 






The aim of machine learning [27] algorithms is having a computer program that is capable of 
learning or improving itself. These systems have the ability to learn from data, using already 
existing knowledge in its memory to analyse and produce new knowledge. There are many 
branches of this, such as a decision tree, association rule, artificial neural networks, support 
vector machines and clustering. 
When applying these algorithms to log data entries, knowledge can be produced and stored 
for later use. Considering the context of this thesis, it also helps to detect software bugs by 
relating the information and previous knowledge. Once the problem is detected, the algorithm 
can produce a possible solution that is presented for technical personal evaluation and then 
taken under consideration. 
2.3 Data mining applied to log data 
Once log data are pre-proceeded, this means that the file is filtered, unwanted information has 
been removed and it is ready for data mining. Pattern recognition is one of the fields of data 
mining, and is the main characteristic for this purpose. The aim is to analyse the log data with 
a pre-defined rule or keywords and to use basic statistics, such as frequency, to obtain 
knowledge, and thus to help make decisions. 
Appliance of data mining 
Log files are in ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) format [12], 
which is a numerical representation of a character, also known as a clear text. The collected 
information represents the user behaviour and the corresponding technical aspects. This can 
indicate how software application can be improved, either in performance or functionality. 
There is a three basic file log format [12]. The common log file format (NCSA) is a standard 
text file generated by web servers. The extended log format (W3C) allows for customisation 
by choosing attributes for collecting data. Finally, there is a custom log file format, which is 
generated by a software application, with developers making their own log file format with 
attributes that were specified by the requirement document or just information about the app 
behaviour that might be of use for the developer team to improve the app. 
Figure 5 - NCSA log file from IIS (version 6.1) example illustrates the number of logons 
performed by the app services over time. That information can be filtered to obtain 
knowledge regarding the basic statistics, allowing for understanding the server’s load in a 
time interval and from a service that is being used. This helps to make decisions concerning 
the performance or app functionality in order to improve it. 
 
Figure 5 - NCSA log file from IIS (version 6.1) example 
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Data mining algorithms 
There are many algorithms for data mining[28], but only those that were mostly useful for the 
scope of this thesis were selected. For data mining, certain principles must be considered [29]: 
The first is association rules, meaning a relation between values in a dataset. Normally, a 
threshold is used based on the algorithm adopted. Cluster analysis is a group of data that are 
similar or possess a common characteristic. Groups of data are different from each other, and 
by analysing these groups of data, information can be extracted to support decision making. 
Outliers are data that do not fit any of the clusters. These data are isolated, but depending on 
the context, these can be meaningful through revealing abnormal behaviour.  
Apriori Algorithm was proposed by Agrawal and Srikant in 1994 [30][31]. It is based on 
association rules that identify the frequent individual items using patterns in a dataset. It is an 
influential algorithm for mining frequent item sets for Boolean association rules. It utilises the 
bottom-up approach where frequent subsets are extended one item at a time.  
A log file preprocessing technique [32] is used for pre-processing, followed by an analysis of 
that information. The algorithm pre-scans the file as the first step, and then conducts a second 
scan and records the frequency of items in a proper structure. Finally, an analysis of that data 
is performed to identify the most used items. One advantage of this method is its very fast 
processing speed, as it uses a binary-based approach. 
EPLogCleaner [32] analyses web server logs to improve data quality. It uses a time filter to 
select the log entry that matters for the analysis. Then, it removes irrelevant information, 
reducing the file size to be analysed. There are a total of three stages in this process to be able 
to analyse user requests of a site over the Internet. 
Event correlation[33] is one way to perform data mining. However, this method requires the 
log file to be pre-processed in order to extract events within a time window. Then, events 
should be skipped that have no meaning for the analysis. This is accomplished with a 
mathematical calculation [14] based on probability. The resulting events are correlated based 
on mathematic equations indicating, in this case, a probability of malicious activity. 
FP-growth algorithm [34] is an association-rule-based data-mining process. It performs better 
than the Apriori algorithm. Furthermore, it is a recursive algorithm that uses frequent pattern 
growth to mine. This is performed in two steps: FPtree construction and recursive mining. It 
needs to scan twice, once for each step.  
SFIHtree [35] is an algorithm based on a heuristic rule that creates a root node and then 
children nodes composed into a tree of nodes and sub-nodes. Once this is done, a second 
algorithm is used recursively through the generated tree to count all items in a proper manner, 
resulting in a table of statistics of all items analysed. 
Descriptive data mining 
Descriptive mining is a process of analyzing data[36] to explain what phenomena occurred, 
providing insight into the past. The aim is to summarise raw data into understandable 
information in order to make an assessment or aid in making decisions. This is useful because 
it allows people to learn from past behaviour. It is accomplished by applying a set of 
mathematical tools, such as basic arithmetic used to determine averages, counting, 
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percentages or summing data. Basic statistics like frequency are also used. Data aggregation 
is used to apply the described tools. 
Predictive data mining 
Predictive mining is aimed at understanding the future[36][37], and striving to determine 
what can happen. As it provides an estimation of future outcomes, the accuracy is never 100% 
correct; there is always a margin of error. This forecast uses probabilistic models applied to 
sets of data and studies their relationships. It can be used to analyse trends and to predict 
occurrences and similar phenomena in the future.   
Prescriptive data mining 
Prescriptive analytics[38] analyses data and generates a set of possible actions to be taken. It 
aims at advising what can be done in order to deal with the issue at hand. It provides a 
recommended course of action in order to take advantage of either descriptions of the past or 
predictions made. A combination of techniques, such as business rules, algorithms or machine 
learning, which are applied to different datasets, can also be used in simulation algorithms to 
offer a set of options that can be taken. 
Pattern recognition 
Pattern recognition is present in machine learning, data mining and a knowledge discovery 
database (KDD). These components are based on algorithms that search datasets to try and 
match a predefined pattern with ones read from data. This is also known as pattern detection. 
In order to enable text recognition, one can use a pre-defined sequence of characters that is 
compared with input data. If a match is found, an action takes place. This may lead to 
extracting that data or creating a record with a location and occurrence of that detection. 
Pattern discovery 
Pattern discovery is a process of uncovering patterns from datasets, and this is performed by 
relating datasets. One technique is discovering specificities of patterns and then evaluating 
term weights according to the distribution of terms in the discovered patterns. For a given 
initial extractor, the pattern discovery feature groups input contexts with similar semantics 
and redraw patterns from them. 
Open source mining tools 
There are a number of open source data-mining applications that can be used freely. It is 
important to know them and see how they will fit the proposed work. By using already 
existing software applications, one saves time when applying the intended developing model 
for log file analyses. 
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data-mining tasks developed by the 
University of Waikato in New Zealand, and is now in version three. The algorithms can either 
be applied directly to a dataset or called from one’s own Java code. Weka contains tools for 
data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules and visualisation. 




Rapid Miner includes standard data-mining features like data cleansing, filtering and 
clustering. It also features built-in templates and integration with languages like Python and R. 
It is used for business, commercial applications, research and education. There is a free 
version with limitations and a pay version with more tools available. 
Orange data mining is a Python library that powers Python scripts with its rich compilation of 
mining and machine learning algorithms for data pre-processing, classification, modelling, 
regression, clustering and other miscellaneous functions. This comes with a visual 
programming environment, and its workbench consists of tools for importing data. 
Apache Mahout, a project of the Apache Software Foundation, is a library of machine 
learning algorithms that can aid in clustering, classification and frequent pattern mining. It 
provides Java libraries for common math operations focussed on linear algebra and statistics. 
DataMelt is free mathematics software for scientists, engineers and students. It can be used 
for numerical computation, statistics, symbolic calculations, and data analysis and 
visualisation. It can be used with several scripting languages, such as Python/Jython, 
BeanShell, Groovy, Ruby and Java. 
2.4 Log data analysis and architecture 
Knowledge management is a necessary process for allowing teams and organisations that 
worry about innovation to interact freely with each other in order to converge towards the 
project goal. One way to capture knowledge is through log data that register software 
application (app) activities on runtime. For instance, when a user utilises an app, it will 
register all activities on file. Once that information is registered, it is possible to understand 
problems with that app or the way it is being used. This knowledge can be used to improve 
app functionality, detect bugs, solve problems or predict errors that might occur in the near 
future. 
Production of log data 
Log data are produced by operating systems (OS), databases and software applications. As 
those apps are being created, log file writing is also created in the app. This can follow the 
structure of an existing format, like W3C Extended used by Microsoft, or a customised 
structure could be created instead. The data or information to be written are either established 
by the requirements or are customised. These data represent the state of the app, the events 
that occur, performance data or information on software issues, such as errors or faults that 
occur when using the software. 
Software applications (apps) are the source of log data addressed here. This means that apps 
write log files registering events, error messages, user activities and automatic activities. The 
structure of that file is not standard. Usually, they are custom-made log data entries, resulting 
in a custom structure. On the other hand, log data can also be written into a database table. 
This makes it structured data, allowing for querying that table log. When compared to text 
files, there are tools available to filter and extract data that text files do not possess. 
With single developer apps, the programmer decides what information is written into the logs, 
while a larger team of programmers specify this in requirements or else develop their own 
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structure that valid across the organisation, and they keep this structure for future software 
versions. They can also use already existing standards or make their own version of these. 
There is a diversity of log data productions. Figure 6 - A relation between log data and 
applications provides an example of a structure of software application that produces log data. 
 
Apps




Module 1 Module 2 Module n
Logs
 
Figure 6 - A relation between log data and applications 
 
Pre-processing algorithms 
As stated previously, with log data reflecting user interaction with an app, the data volume 
can easily reach a gigabyte [40] of data, either in the file or the database table. If the purpose 
of the analysis possesses a narrow scope, then there is unwanted information in that log. 
Filtering each log entry is a necessary step that should take place before the analysis. 
Moreover, the resulting data, which will be smaller in size [14] compared to the original raw 
data as a result of the filtering, should only include data that matters. For this approach, 
specific set algorithms were consulted and chosen for data pre-processing. 
The information written in a log can be diverse and can include a large amount of similar data 
that can be grouped together. The data that are needed is dependent on the target evaluation. 
For instance, if the objective is to know all errors that occur in a given time period, then all 
other information in a log data is not needed. Extracting only the needed data is the purpose of 
parsing log entries. 
A binary tree technique for pre-processing a log file was proposed in [31]. This method uses 
two algorithms. The first is a pre-scan of the log file, which will create a table detailing the 
frequency of the desired information. The second algorithm reads every log entry taking into 
account the table previously generated. The result is a set of wanted data and their frequency. 
Other algorithms like EPLogCleaner [32] consider a date time of log entry to filter 
information, using a prefix to parse data and write the structure. This dramatically reduces the 
file size, as explained in [31]. a Furthermore, it also makes it ready for data-mining 
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exploration. An open source approach proposed by [33] uses a configuration file with rules, 
executes actions that eliminate unwanted data and then applies pattern recognition using 
regular expression. 
Apriori algorithm [41] is a classic mining algorithm that can provide mining association rules 
and sequential patterns. This was proposed by Agrawal and R.Srikant in 1994, and it reduces 
the scanning times for discovering frequent sequence patterns. There are many variations of 
this algorithm, such as AC- Apriori [41] which reduces the runtime and improves efficiency. 
Software applications and tools for log data analyses 
There are tools and apps to handle log files and even to perform analysis. Some such apps 
work online through a website, while others have to be installed on a computer. A few apps 
that offer meaning for this thesis in order to known what already exists and how they perform 
their analyses are Log Parser, WebLog Expert, Loggly and Splunk. 
Log Parser is a powerful, versatile tool that provides queries to text-based log files, files and 
key data sources on the Windows operating system, such as the event log, the registry, the file 
system and the active directory. This tool was developed by Microsoft and possesses a 
command prompt interface, allowing for ‘Select’ queries to be used to log files. 
WebLog Expert is a log analyser that provides information about a site’s visitors, including 
activity statistics, accessed files, paths through the site, information about referring pages and 





Loggly can perform full text searches by individual fields and ranges. It employs 
troubleshooting and data analysis from log files to input information. It is able to trace issues 
Figure 7 - Example of log file analyzer interface 
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and evaluate interacting components and their correlation. It further analyses and visualises 
data to answer key questions and performs key performance index reporting. 
Splunk aims to provide a deeper understanding of real-time data. This app can read structured 
and unstructured log files, as well as a multi-line application log data entry. It furthermore 
possesses built-in reporting with charts and dashboards. It also has the ability to perform ad 
hoc queries and correlate events and is capable of drill down analyses to reveal spikes and 
anomalies. 
3. Methodology 
For the specified problem, a design science methodology is appropriate. This involves a 
design of artefacts to solve observed problems and make research contributions to 
communicate the results to an appropriate audience. One needs to infer the objectives of a 
solution of what is possible and feasible. The objectives are qualitative, including a 
description of how a new artefact is expected to support solutions to a problem.  
3.1 Design science methodology 
There are six steps [42][43] for this methodology as illustrated in Figure 8 - Design science 
research model. Adapted from [17]. They represent the entire process with a possibility of 
several iterations, allowing for attempts to improve the solution. The iteration is intended to 
understand what can be improved compared to previous iterations. This process of continuous 
enhancement leads to a functional solution that achieves the intended goals. 
. 
 
Figure 8 - Design science research model. Adapted from [17] 
 
Identify problem and motivation helps to define the specific research and justify the value 
of a solution. The utility is to develop an artefact in order to provide a solution, and it further 
helps to automise the problem conceptually, allowing for the complexity involved to be 
understood. The audience can be motivated for this research and expect a solution with its 
results. Certain resources are needed, namely, knowledge about the state of the problem and 
the importance of its solution. 
Define the objective of a solution involves relaying the problem definition and knowledge to 
infer qualitative objectives describing how a new artefact is expected to support solutions to a 
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problem. This is performed rationally for the problem definition in order to redefine it, if 
needed, in accordance with the iteration process involved. 
Design and development involves constructing a model and methods. This includes the 
purpose of the functionality and its architecture in order to create the actual artefact. 
Knowledge and theory are necessary to create a solution to be demonstrated and to draw 
conclusions for how to redesign, if needed, as part of the iteration process. 
Demonstration is using the artefact to solve the problem. This involves experimentation, 
simulation, case study and proof. Resources are required for the demonstration, and this 
means that one needs to have effective knowledge concerning how to use the artefact to solve 
the problem that was defined and designed in earlier steps. A number of demonstrations may 
be needed, because the results obtained may lead to another iteration. 
Evaluation describes observing and measuring how well the artefact supports a solution to 
the problem. This involves comparing the objectives of a solution to the actual observed 
results. It requires relevant metrics and analysis. It can be a comparison of the artefact 
functionality with the solution objectives. This can be repeated a number of times as part of 
the iteration process. 
Communication is about explaining the problem, its importance and its utility. The design 
and effectiveness has to be communicated to audiences, such as practising professionals. 
Communication requires knowledge of the culture of the target audiences. One way to 
communicate a solution to a problem is through a research paper or an expositive method in a 
seminar. 
3.2 Work related to methodology 
The problem and motivation was already introduced in the first chapter. Through a more 
technical approach, the problem can be identified as just-in-time problem solving with 
analyses from log data of the application activity. This means, during the maintenance phase 
of the software life cycle, adding a tool to help the maintenance team in their job. 
The objectives involve measuring software quality by reducing issues and better aligning with 
the business activity. Further objectives are to help maintenance team to be proactive by 
analysing production logs, identifying problems and providing solutions before clients 
complain. This data analysis can be used to feed a KMS for later reference should a problem 
reoccur. Having all of this recorded on a database makes it possible to produce reports to help 
make decisions about business. 
An architecture design that allows for the solution to be developed is intended. This 
architecture will provide a general vision of the solution and how it works. Then, analysing 
each part in more detail will provide an understanding of how to implement this solution. A 
log data analyses architecture is intended to enable understanding of how this will work. Then, 
defining details of that architecture and being able to specify the requirements for the software 
prototyping should make the development possible. 
After a software prototype is complete, then it is possible to execute and obtain results. These 
are the metrics that can be used to illustrate how this proposed solution helps to solve the 
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problem. Analyses of log data will be used to assess this architecture and to determine how 
much it helps in maintaining the software. 
Understanding the improvements that can be made to this system is a part of the iteration 
process. To this end, the results of the execution of this prototype should be evaluated. This 
evaluation makes it possible to know whether this solution helps to achieve the intended goals. 
It also helps to make improvements to this architecture. Finally, a conclusion can be drawn 
that can be prepared to be communicated with the audience. 
The aim of this communication is to explain the problem, the motivation and the goals, and 
then to present the software architecture. Once the audience understands this, then the 
software prototype can be presented and how it works can be demonstrated. This will produce 
results that can be explained and discussed with the audience. Finally, an assessment can be 
made from the actual produced results. 
4. Early prototyping software 
A software project is the way to probe this architecture. Therefore, developing a prototype 
will provide metrics that can be analysed to prove its value. Prototyping allows the audience 
to evaluate proposals and try them before implementation. It also helps to understand the 
requirements. It is intended to increase audiences’ involvement in the proposed solution 
before its implementation. 
4.1 Solution Requirements 
Solution requirements for log data analysis are to specify the conditions and capabilities 
required in order to implement the solution and provide clarity in its implementation. 
Functional requirements define the specific behaviours, responses, information, rules or 
operations of a solution. They outline the functionality that the solution will support and 
information or data that will be managed. Non-functional requirements specify the 
environment in which a solution is intended to operate. They describe conditions it must meet 
for usability and reliability. 
Functional requirements 
 Read and record data into the database for data mining and the KMS. 
 
 Read log data and filter the information saved to a new database table. 
 
 Apply data-mining techniques for providing information and knowledge. 
 
 Register knowledge into the database for later consultation. 
 






4.2 Solution Design 
To define a solution from the above identified problem, an overall architecture needs to be 
defined. This will help to identify all parts of the software to be developed and also 
exemplifies how all parts come together. Figure 9 - Architecture of the propose solution 
illustrates a representation of that architecture. It is composed of four layer modules, each of 
which performs its own independent function. A controller named ‘data analysis management’ 
is used to control all modules. This controller ensures that each module is executed in a 
proper order to obtain the expected result. 
Data Layer is where all data are stored. This includes log data generated from the software 
application, which is the original raw data. The knowledge base corresponds to a database that 
stores knowledge obtained from this system. Analysis data is also a database containing the 
results of the analysis performed on the log data. The report data is a database that generates 
reports after the analysis. 
Service Layer is responsible for pre-processing and mining data. This layer includes two 
modules, one for filtering data from raw log data, producing a new file, and the second 
module mines that new file. The results of that mining are registered in a database named 
‘analysis data’.  
Business Layer corresponds to processing information for the business. It is composed of two 
modules. One is decision support, which includes the KMS. The other module is a report 
service, which aims to produce reports on the data and knowledge recorded on the database as 
a result of this system. 
Presentation Layer is intended to help the user interact with this system, making it easier to 
be used. This is aimed to work on a web browser and to execute all processes just by selecting 
log data to be analysed and waiting for the result. Then, the user can generate reports based on 





This system integrates a complete set of analysis procedures to be performed regularly in 
order to help business management and development. It is highly dynamic, because each 
module is independent and can be improved separately. This means that the data-mining 
module and its algorithms can be improved without provoking changes in other modules. 
4.3 Model Engineering for parsing log data 
The first step for log analysing is pre-processing the raw log data. This means that log data are 
produced by the software application, and then they are available to be analysed. An overview 
of this process is illustrated in Figure 10. The input is all log data to be processed, which is 
then filtered, and as the output, a new file is generated with data to be analysed. This new file 

























































Certain rules are applied to this process. The filtering requires knowing exactly what the 
objective of that analysis is. If the log data are in a file, the algorithm used for filtering needs 
to be in compliance with the intentional data extraction. If it is a log table, this must be 
queried to extract data or other tools must be used to accomplish this, and the needed data 
must be selected. This can be applied to all log data or all log tables, or it could be designed 
for just one unique situation. A more detailed description of this process is provided in Figure 
11 – The preparation of log data to be analyse. The parsing log data entries activity 
corresponds to reading the file or a log table, then detecting each log entry and parsing that 
entry line by line, applying requisite criteria for the purposes of the analysis. Then, data are 







Another way to see this process is through pseudo-code, as illustrated next. The algorithm 
starts by creating a new database table, which will be the output of this process. Then, the 
rules of data extraction are set. The way of setting these rules differs if the log data are a file 
or a table. The log data to be processed should be defined, along with the scope of log entries. 
After all the settings, the process of parsing begins with a double loop; the outside loop cycles 
through all entries, and the inner loop cycles through various actions of a single entry. The 
entry actions are parsed, the rules are applied, and the data are extracted and written into a 
new database table. 
1 Create a new database table with extra columns to hold the extracted data 
2 Set rules to be used in order to filter the wanted data 
3 Set a log file or database log table to be processed 
4  
5 While log entries are processed 
6  For each entry 
7   Parse log entry 
8   Apply rules 
9   Extract data 
Filtered data Pre-Processing Log data 
Input Processing Output 
Filtering process 
Log data entries 





Input Processing Output 
Figure 11 – The preparation of log data to be analyse 
Figure 10 - Parse of log data process 
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10   Write the extracted data into database table 
11  End log entry 
12 End log entries 
13 
 14 Process the database table with extra columns 
15  Insert data to aid analysis of clustering algorithms 
16  Insert data to help mining algorithms 
17  Insert data to help forecast algorithms 
18 End process 
 
At the end of this process, a table with data from the original log is structured and ready to be 
analysed. It is important that rules are well defined in order to obtain the expected result, 
namely, the appropriate data for analysis. The next step is to apply data mining and extract 
knowledge from it, as described in the following section. 
4.4 Model Engineering for Data mining 
For the mining process, explaining in Figure 12, the file produced in earlier steps of this 
architecture should be used as input. This file contains a set of data that were filtered. This is 
the data to be analysed with data-mining algorithms. These algorithms will perform basic 
statistics and counting. As for output, a new file with results of that mining is produced and 










This mining algorithm can solve only numerical computations, but tasks such as searching for 
relationships between variables, clustering, classifying, regression and summarising are 
achieved using AI algorithms. Adding AI to these functionalities also allows for autonomy of 
the process with less human intervention. 
4.5 Model engineering for knowledge management system 
The KMS is mainly a database that records and searches information. This means that 
information derived from the data-mining process has to be recorded into the database and 
then associated with other information in order to generate knowledge. Relationships that 
Figure 12 - Overview for data mining process 
DB table data to be 
mining 
Basic Statistics 
Other mining features 
Apply data mining 
algorithms 
Write results to 
database 




exist between tables in a database allow for crossing information, and that can produce 
knowledge. 
The KMS represents an analysis and reporting tool. The analysis of log data allows for 
tracking usage of the app, while the reporting helps management to understand the 
relationships between people and the app being analysed. By knowing how people interact 
with app, it is possible to build connections in such a way that employees can benefit from 
what others are doing. In addition, it should be noted that the KMS utilises it to find and 
recommend procedures or documents to address an issue. This is the effect of knowledge in 
an organisation. 
Figure 13 illustrates the model of the KMS. The input data is the file produced by the data-
mining process. This is the analysis of the log data that contains information that needs to be 
crossed with already existing information in order to produce knowledge. The process of 
knowledge acquisition utilises the library algorithms to cross information and gain 
knowledge. Then, this is written into a database to be available to and consulted by other 
users. 
It is important to retain knowledge that comes from interaction with clients in a way that 
sharing relevant knowledge is possible. Not only does this allow better handling of clients’ 
problems, but it also provides valid information for decision making. The ‘library of 
knowledge’ is the information already existing in the database, which can be crossed with the 
new input information.  
4.6 Model Engineering for Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence techniques become easier to use due to the library of programming 
languages available from Microsoft AI, Google AI, Open AI or PHP-ML, as examples of free 
usage to help software applications better adept to users’ needs. The AI provides an agent that 
helps in data mining and KM. These AI algorithms can be integrated into the processes 
mentioned previously, as illustrated in Figure 14. 
 
Data in database 
Library of Knowledge  
Knowledge Management System 
Write results to a 
database 
Input Process Output 
Database Information 






4.7 Software Prototype Overview 
This prototype is a demonstration of the solution presented in this thesis, and is therefore not a 
full functional product. It used tools that allow for processing log data and produced results 
with metrics that allow for drawing conclusions. The modules of the architecture and how 
they were prototyped is described and discussed in 4.8 and 4.9. 
Prototype Components 
To produce this prototype, we used tools that were already available, and when put together, 
they allow for testing individual parts of the proposed architecture. The components are SQL 
server 2014 with SSIS and SSAS services and the original data log tables from the migration 
process, which occurred in two different environments. In addition, free editions of the Power 
BI software were used to view the results as on way to functions as interface for the final user. 
Resources 
The log data resources are from a real work environment’s customer resource management 
(CRM) application oriented for car loans and car buying. These involve financial leasing, 
operation leasing and renting as the core business for this software. The log information tables 
were designed and produced for a migration process, and they are used in this prototyping. 
Perform data transformation  
The process starts with original log data in the SQL table. Then, a pre-process is conducted 
using SSIS by reading the entire log table and filtering the data line by line. Queries were 
used in this process. The SSIS created another table with log data to be analysed and keep 
track of log entries for future reference. The result is a new log table containing the data to be 
analysed. The next process is the data mining, which was performed by SSAS together with 
queries to the database, producing the metrics and knowledge about the migration process. 
The next step was registering that knowledge to KMS tables, and that was performed with 
DML commands in this prototype. Finally, reporting was conducted by querying and used 
Excel for data extracted from the database. 
4.8 Prototype Evaluation 
This prototype is the proof of concept of the architecture described. This prototype will 
process log data and produce metrics with scientific value. A scenario is described and a step-
Data mining process Analysis process KMS database tables 
Artificial intelligence 
algorithms 
Figure 14 - AI model to aid KMS and data mining 
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by-step explanation is provided to illustrate how changes are made through the architecture 
with examples and figures. Then, metrics are elaborated, and they are represented as tables 
and graphics. An explanation for each result is further provided. This helps to understand the 
overall process and draw conclusions. 
Scenario     
The scenario is based on a real working environment and relates to my current work. This 
company utilises CRM, which is a web-based software application designed to handle all 
aspects of financial credit related to automobile acquisition. For example, a client that wants 
to buy a car with a loan or a lease asks for a credit simulation. A proposal is subsequently 
generated, and if the client accepts that proposal, then risk analysis is evaluated. If all risk 
analysis checks out, then a contract is created. If the client accepts all conditions and signs, 
then the schedule for the rent payments are agreed upon, moving the process to the next stage. 
The vehicle is handed over to the client and the contract operation phase begins, which 
involves the accounting, cash flow, rent payment and post-sale assistance. 
From a B2B (business to business) point of view, the software sells to the financial sector. 
When a company acquires this new software, a process of transferring all data is necessary. 
This process is called ‘migration’. It means that the client’s old data have to be transferred to 
this new software. Unfortunately, there are risks involved. The migration is a semi-automatic 
process that has to be designed, along with the log files or log records. The objective is to 
generate log information during the execution of data transferring. Everything about the 
migration should be written into a log. This means the timestamp and number of records. 
Furthermore, each record should be tagged and successes and errors should be in the log. This 
is a critical phase, and it must be well controlled in order to make sure that data are properly 
transferred. 
To accomplish this control, log records in a database are used to perform a registration of 
every change in the process. The expected result is a table with a large number of records in a 
database. Processing this log information with the proposed architecture is the aim of this 
prototype. To this end, Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and SQL Server 
Analysis Services (SSAS) are used. 
There are two log tables: one to register the temporary loading of data, a second one to 
register the mapping procedure and a third to register the changes made during the migration. 
By applying the proposed architecture, this prototype employs the third log table, which 
registers in a verbose manner all changes made to a definitive database. There are two 
environments where this prototype was tested: call development and integration environment 
(IE). These are similar environments, but the difference is that one has more restricted access 
than the other. The data on the IE are consolidated and are closer to production environment. 
Pre-analysis step 
This is the first step in the architecture, and what is expected is preparing the log records data 
using SSIS. This involves working with raw data in order to eliminate information that is not 
important for analysis. Making connections within data helps prepare for the mining process. 




There are two main log tables with important data for this purpose: ENV_DEV_Log and 
ENV_INT_Log. Both tables record the execution of migration corresponding to each 
environment. Other log tables, such as a mapping log table for each environment, record 
which data were or were not possible to be used for mapping a new system. For this step, just 
one field was used, namely, Migration_Status. The migration requirements establish rules for 
this mapping, but there were records that did not match those rules, and thus failed to migrate. 
These data were merged together into a final log table to be analysed. 
Three more fields were created in preparation for the data mining. One of these fields is 
Flag_error, which is a 0 or 1 of the column Migration_Status. Another field is 
Accumulated_Errors, which contains the added error reported by the migration process. The 
third field is Accumulated_Processed_Records, which is the count of records that were 
migrated regardless of their status. 
Data analysis and data mining step 
This step involves applying the analysis and mining algorithm available in SSAS. Some 
metrics were obtained by querying the database, while others were gathered by using 
algorithm clustering and linear regression. The objective is to obtain metrics, and with those, 
to obtain knowledge for the KMS. The following elaborates business statements about this 
migration that are intended to be reported on: 
 
 Performance: understanding the time taken for the migration to be complete, including 
the human intervention and taking into account the volume of data to be migrated. 
 Determine the percentage of errors and success of the migrated data. 
 Classify and categorise the most common errors. 
 Predict how long it will take and the percentage of success in production systems based 
on migration performed on other environments. 
 
Knowledge Management System 
For this prototype, the KMS is a set of tables in a database that registers algorithms or scripts 
that solve an issue. This solution can be evaluated by peer’s classification, and constructive 
comments can also be registered. If a solution for a problem is well accepted by other 
colleagues in a company, and if it has good reviews, then it can be used for other similar 
problems. The intention is to write into these database tables the issue, to propose a solution 
with the corresponding source code and to have it available to be voted and commented on in 
the organisation by the maintenance team. This step involves the following guidelines: 
 Evaluate the migration solution or its parts. 
 Register the most common problems and the corresponding solution. 
 Point out the algorithms used, having them available for other collaborators to evaluate 




Human resources should fill this knowledge about the migration process into the database. 
The point here is to have a platform that allows for registering problems and solutions that can 
be searched and applied if a similar issue occurs again. This way, if a solution already exists, 
the maintenance team just has to search for and use or adapt the solution to the issue in 
question. 
5. Results 
This prototyping was conducted in a local environment and a remote IE. The process of data 
migration in a local environment was executed with a ThinkPad, Lenovo E560, i5 core, while 
the remote system employed virtual servers with restricted access and unknown hardware. 
The results of the prototype and corresponding analysis are presented. Furthermore, four 
questions are answered that discuss the results of the performance and the success of this 
process of migrating data. A forecasting is further performed for the production environment. 
For the migration process to work, it needs to work offline. This means working when both 
systems involved (old and new software systems) are not available for the users. During the 
migration process, it is not possible for their customers or internal users to make use of it. The 
company’s business is thus stopped. This migration is divided into six steps, with a human 
action included between each. This is semi-automatic, because there are six scripts that 
perform automatic processing of records, and then a member of the maintenance team checks 
the result of each step before deciding to proceed to the next automatic script or to abort the 
migration.  
Question: How long did the migration take, taking into account the volume of data to be 
migrated and human intervention? 
The intention is to take as little time as possible with a maxim number of records being 
migrated successfully. The log table being analysed includes a timestamp at both the 
beginning and end of the migration. Their difference provides the time taken for the entire 
process to run and is summarised in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 - Performance of migration process 
Migration results Dev Env. Int. Env. 










Total time 7 hours 5 hours 





At the top is the ‘Dev. Env.’ column, which represents the development environment (DE) 
and ‘Int. Env.’, which represents the IE. The first column illustrates that it took seven hours to 
process 24524 records, taking into account human interaction. For the second column, it only 
took five hours to process records. More records were processed in less time because the IE 
was restricted access servers with improved performance compared to the developing 
environment. 
Question: What is the percentage of errors and success of the migrated data? 
This determination utilises a column named Migration_Status in the log table being analysed, 
which registers whether a record was migrated successfully or not. This field is a signed 
integer number, with values larger than zero meaning the record was migrated successfully. If 
it is less than zero, this means there was an error and the record was not migrated. If the value 
is zero, it means it was not processed, as this is the starting value. 
 
Table 2 - Categorizing error type of migrated data for IE 
Migration results Dev Env. Int. Env. 
Total number of records with success 23210 24275 
Total number of records with errors 1314 769 
Total records processed 24524 25044 
Percentage of success 94.64% 96.93% 
Percentage of errors  5.36%  3.07% 
Ratio 18:1 31:1 
 
 
The result was 23210 records migrated successfully for DE against 24275 for IE. As for 
errors, there were 1314 versus 769 for DE and IE, respectively. This means more successful 
records were processed in IE. The ratio between success and errors was 18:1 in DE compared 
to 31:1 for IE. This means that there are 31 successful records to 1 record with errors. 
Question: How can the most common errors be categorised and classified? 
For this migration process, it was expected that errors would occur. Taking that into 
consideration, a table of error types was created in order to classify the migration errors, as 
illustrated in Table 3 - Error classification for the migration process. This enables mitigation 
or performing a correction for the detected cases. The migrations status column on the log 
table cross links with this table. All errors are coded with a negative integer number, with a 
zero value meaning that no error occurred. A column presents an abbreviation of the error 





Table 3 - Error classification for the migration process 
Error 
Code 
Error Type Description 
0 NO_ERROR 
There were no errors. A DML command was 
performed without errors. 
-3 SQL_ERROR Error reported from SQL. 
-5 UNKOWN_ERROR An error that does not match any defined criteria. 
-10 UNIQUE_KEY_CONSTRAINT Violation of UNIQUE KEY CONSTRAINT. 
-15 FOREIGN_KEY_CONFLICTED The integrity of foreign key is not being respected. 
-20 NULL_ERROR Cannot insert the value NULL into column. 
-25 CONVERSION_ERROR 
A conversion error occurred during execution of an 
SQL statement. 
-30 TRUNCATION_ERROR 
A truncation error occurred during execution of an 
SQL statement. 
-35 DDL_ERROR 
A runtime error occurred during execution of an SQL 
DDL statement. 
-40 NO_SUCH_TABLE There was an invalid table reference. 
-50 MISMATCH_TYPE Type of variable is not correct. 
-51 REPEATED_NAME A name already exists in the referenced table. 
-52 REPEATED_ABREV An abbreviation already exists in the referenced table. 
-53 REPEATED_TYPE A type already exists in the referenced table. 
-54 REPEATED_NUMBER A number already exists in the referenced table. 
-55 COUNTRY_MANDATORY A country name is mandatory. 
-56 STREET_MANDATORY A street name is mandatory. 
-57 CONTACT_MANDATORY A contact name is mandatory. 
-58 PHONE_MANDATORY A phone number is mandatory. 
-58 EMAIL_MANDATORY An e-mail is mandatory. 
-59 ID_DOC_NUMBER An ID document number is mandatory. 
-60 RATING_TYPE The rating type is missing. 
-61 RATING_VALUE The rating value is missing. 
-62 RATING_DATE The rating date is missing. 
-63 RISK_TYPE The risk type is missing. 
-64 RISK_VALUE The risk value is missing. 
-65 RISK_DATE The risk date is missing. 
 
Applying cluster mining algorithm in SSAS results in Figure 15. Cluster 1 of which 
illustrates the successful migrated record, while Cluster 2 illustrates the unsuccessful. The 
‘Population All’ column presents the relation between Clusters 1 and 2. The variables column 
demonstrates the grouping criteria. The row MAP STATUS illustrates that there are three 




Figure 15 - SSAS Cluster mining related DE 
 
Table 4 - Categorizing error type of migrated data for DE summarizes the Figure 15 that 
relate to the DE. The ‘Error Type’ column presents the abbreviation code for the kind of 
errors that occurred. The centre column illustrates the number of records in each error 
category, of which there are two groups of errors. A total of 1308 errors occurred due to 
missing data that was mandatory for migrating the record. The original data did not provide 
what was necessary for this process. There are six errors that were reported by the database. 
This is related to SQL instructions that failed to execute. Finally, a total of 23210 records 
migrated successfully and without errors. Adding 1308 plus 6 obtains a total number of errors, 
which is 1314. 
  





NULL_ERROR 1308 Cannot insert the value NULL into column 
SQL_ERROR 6 Error reported from SQL. 
NO_ERROR 23210 
There were no errors. A DML command was 
perform without errors 
 
As for IE when cluster mining algorithm is used it results in Figure 16. Cluster 1 illustrates 
the successful migrated record, while Clusters 2 through 4 present the unsuccessful grouped 
by type of error. The Reason row presents a description of errors, corresponding to the Map 
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Analysing the IE in Table 5 of errors that occurred had to do with already existing 
information that could not be duplicated, of which there were 265 cases. A missing 
identification document was responsible for 68 cases of not migrated data. The SQL errors 
that occurred related to database constraints, resulting in 435 records failing to migrate. 
Regarding success, 24176 records were migrated to a new system with no issues. 
 





ID_DOC_NUMBER 68 An ID document number is mandatory. 
REPEATED_NAME 265 A name already exists in the referenced table. 
UNIQUE_KEY_CONSTRAINT 435 Violation of UNIQUE KEY CONSTRAINT. 
NO_ERROR 24176 
There were no errors. A DML command was 
performed without errors. 
 
There are completely different reasons for errors in the developing and integration 
environments. The DE NULL values and SQL errors represent all errors that occurred. The 
same process in IE, the validation of business rules, represents all the errors. The lack of an 
ID document or a repeated name and the constraint of a unique key all result in the original 
data being incoherent. Filtering and validating the original data is essential to minimise these 
errors. 
Question: How long it will take and the percentage of success with higher volume of data 
based on historical data? 
Figure 17 – linear regression graph illustrating number of errors over number of records 
presents a linear regression calculation that predicts the number of errors, taking into 
consideration the number of records processed. This was performed with SSAS by using log 
table information and applying the available mining model of linear regression. From the log 
Figure 16 - SSAS Cluster mining related IE 
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table, when imported by SSIS, a column Accumulated_Errors was added, which describes the 
total number of errors that occurred in each log entry. The column 
Accumulated_Processed_Records is a continuous variable accumulating the number records 
processed for each log entry, and independently of the status of that record.  
The independent variable is the Accumulated_Processed_Records column while the 
dependent variable is Accumulated_Errors, since the number of errors that may occur depends 
on the number of records processed. Each record can be either successfully or not successfully 
migrated to the new system. The red line in the graph presents the ideal prediction, while the 
blue dots describe the actual data. The X axis illustrates the scale from the actual data, coming 
from the accumulated errors column, and the Y axis is the scale of prediction values.  
 
 
Figure 17 – linear regression graph illustrating number of errors over number of 
records 
In order to predict a future scenario, the SSAS function was parameterised for processing 
roughly double the number of records. The objective was to forecast the number of errors that 
might occur in a production environment that possesses more records then the other 
environments presented here. It was thus set to 50,000 records. A prediction function returned 
the value of 1967 possible errors, as illustrated in Figure 18. This is what is expected when 




Figure 18 - Forecast of errors in the migration process 
 
The data presented here come from a real work environment, and this is preparing for the 
actual process of migrating data between different systems. Registering all of these data into a 
log table made it possible to apply data mining and conduct analyses to help understand the 
main problems, and thus fine tune this process. This model reveals that increasing the number 
of records to be migrated directly affects the number of errors that might occur. The 
percentage of not migrated records would be around 4%. 
For the knowledge management step, this prototype is performed by DML commands to the 
database, registering these findings to KMS tables for later consultation. The data inserted 
there are the migration script, along with a description of what it does. Then, issues that occur 
that are associated with the script, such as the errors presented here, as well as a solution for 
those issues, are presented.  
Then, the comments table and evaluation table are connected to the script and issues table to 
allow other peers to discuss and make suggestions for how to improve this migration solution. 
The utility of this KMS is to make the migration script available to next similar process for 
the maintenance team. Knowledge about migration is explicit and recorded to the database. 
Over time, this behaviour enables building a library of functionalities to be used again without 
reinventing the scripts. In appendix C.1 there is a sample of KMS table’s content. 
The reporting system is also made in this prototype as queries from the database that hold 
with the findings presented here. This helps decision makers to know how it works in order to 
improve this process. Reports like the ones presented here help to understand what can 
happen in future scenarios, and to prepare accordingly. Furthermore, it also helps in relation 




The life cycle software development includes maintenance that starts after deployment of the 
solution to the client. The objective is to change and customise the software for the 
customer’s needs and to correct faults. Regular updates are needed for continuous 
improvement of the software. Software maintenance processes includes problem 
identification, analysis and correction. Adaptation to changes in the technology or the market 
needs are also part of maintenance. Other processes, like platform migration, involve 
transferring data or an entire system to a different platform while maintaining its 
functionality. 
6.1 Main findings 
The general proposal of this work is to present a solution to a problem of software 
maintenance teams that relates to handling software issues. A service provider needs to 
quickly answer the customers’ needs and to fix defects and other issues, even without having 
access to the productions environment, which is where the issue occurs. The findings are 
presented by topic with observations about the work developed here. 
Propose software architecture 
This master thesis focusses on software architecture as a solution to the presented problem. 
The architecture is composed of four layers. The data layer is represented in the prototype by 
SQL Server, which includes raw data log tables, KMS tables, SSAS analysis tables and report 
tables. The service layer comprises SSIS for the pre-processing module and SSAS for the 
mining and data analysis module. The business layer is composed of two modules, one for 
knowledge management by querying the KMS tables, and the other for reporting services, 
which was not implemented in this prototype. The presentation layer, which is the interface to 
the user, was not implemented, but a demonstration of data by Power BI was provided. 
Knowledge management approach 
Understanding the knowledge needs in an organisation is the key to implementing a KMA 
and taking advantage of this by adding value and competitiveness [7]. Registering explicit 
knowledge into a digital platform is not difficult to accomplish, since there are pre-existing 
tools for such, as mentioned, as well as online services, which makes this easier. The 
difficulty lies in the human factor, where all knowledge is developed and made explicit. This 
is the challenge for knowledge acquisition and strategies that should be developed. 
To implement the KMS, strategic decisions in the organisation should be developed. Only 
then can a project be designed and developed by preparing the organisations technology for it 
and changing the local culture to take advantage of this new system. Encouraging human 
resources to be more participative with knowledge sharing about business problems and their 
solutions is the main issue to be overcome. Auditing existing knowledge is one way to have 
collaborators involved in this process, which also helps model the KMA by understanding the 





Appling data mining in log data by using algorithms allows for revealing information and 
knowledge that might be missed if that analysis were performed by a human. The computer 
can perform different types of mining, such as descriptive, predictive and prescriptive mining 
over the log data. Those are more advanced techniques of mining that provide knowledge that 
can be preserved in the KMS for later usage. As for mining tools, commercial and open 
source tools are available. The second choice can be the starting point to learn more about 
mining and perform experiments with log files to see what comes out. These tools can 
develop interest for individuals or an organisation to see log file analysis as a path for 
information and knowledge that the organisation might be missing. Therefore, this increases 
motivation to implement a KMS and create routines to analyse log information. 
AI 
Artificial intelligence is constantly being developed, and platforms like Open AI or Microsoft 
AI make them easier to use in software applications and tools. This is also connected to ML, 
KD, data mining and data analytics. Artificial intelligence can be a part of mining models and 
analytic models, enhancing those processes. Automisation of analytic process is the objective, 
which involves handing that task to the computer and just waiting for the result. This allows 
for working with gigabytes of log information and obtaining valuable knowledge for 
businesses that help in making decisions. In this prototype, AI is intrinsic to data-mining 
algorithms. 
Log data 
To handle an automatic log data analysis, the proposed architecture was tested with a software 
prototype. This framework is actually about consolidating already existing tools, which, when 
put together, creates a solution. All parts culminate into a tool for the software maintenance 
team to use, and it produces results that an organisation can take advantage of through the 
knowledge that was developed.The log information to be analysed was produced by a process 
of migrating data between two different platforms conducted on a real work environment. The 
log information is the result of actions in the migrations, which includes business rules and 
destination platform rules. To apply these rules, data transformation had to be performed. For 
each record, all actions was recorded into a database log table. 
For data filtering, SSIS reading raw log data were used, and the data that mattered to the 
analyses were transferred. This made querying and using SSAS to apply data-mining 
algorithms possible to obtain knowledge. This provided metrics about the migrating process, 
specifically concerning performance, errors, error classification and predictions for a future 
scenario. This knowledge can be used to improve this process and better understand the 
complex data transformations. Correct errors after migration is an essential part of this 
process, and relying on log information and knowledge, it is possible to group the record that 
possessed errors of the same kind and to provide a solution for them. Without the log data and 
knowledge retrieved from them, this task would be more complex and consume more time 
compared to these log data solutions. 
This analysis can be used as a report to the chief operating officer (COO) as a means to help 
make decisions. The maintenance team that conducts this migration possesses knowledge 
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about the results before the client, and therefore can take proactive actions. Workaround 
solutions can be performed effectively and efficiently because of this architecture. The 
customer relation management can further benefit from this. 
6.2 Considerations and recommendations 
The difficulty was centred on the process of data mining. The available tools for this that are 
studied in this document are dedicated to treating data as records of a database. Those mining 
tools expected data to be prepared in a table format to apply the mining algorithms. The first 
attempt of performing mining was a clear text log file, the results of which were not what 
were expected. The tool employed was the PHP-ML library, and from this research point of 
view, it was not achievable for this purpose. Clear text mining is different from record-like 
mining, and there are less available tools for this compared to record-like mining. 
Achievable goals 
It is important to understand whether the goals were achieved. This will allow the metrics that 
were presented to aid in understanding the software quality. Knowing less than six percent of 
errors can be well acceptable in software. Moreover, as being detected by analysing log 
information, it helps to have a proactive behaviour for correcting and improving the process. 
This knowledge being recorded to a KMS database allows collaborators to participate. 
Recommendations 
The KMS is the company memory of competencies, utilised as an asset. Preserving 
knowledge within an organisation is one key factor for solving problems and developing new 
competencies. This helps to improve competiveness and maintain a sustainable business. A 
KMS is one way to add value to the organisation and their clients. Producing knowledge from 
log data can be of use to a KMS, and therefore add value. Automising log data analytics and 
knowledge extraction creates routines in a way that can motivate organisations to apply this 
solution. 
6.3 Future work 
The architecture presented here is flexible enough to adapt to a different kind of log data, 
which can be in text file or a table log. If a log is in text file format, then algorithms have to 
be developed to extract the data and save them to a database table. Performing data mining on 
text files directly is more difficult than on database tables, since there are more tools available 
to work with a database. Developing tools to conduct mining in different types of log files is 
the recommended task for future work. Nevertheless, if new tools are developed, they can be 
integrated in the architecture discussed here because, being a modular solution, each software 
module can change and adapt to a new situation. For example, having modules in the service 
layer change to meet new requirements while preserving other layers would make better use 
of this framework. Having one single software application that implements these solutions is 
the ideal. Moreover, using AI to automate the entire process such that no human interventions 
would be required is highly recommended. More research about automatic log data analysers 
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A.1. Database log table model 
 




A.2 KMS database model 
 








B.1. Development environment 
Table 6 - Sample of development environment table log 
Line 






523 OK Successful migrated 
2018-05-21 
10:48:51.633 
1 0 0 
524 OK Successful migrated 
2018-05-21 
10:48:51.637 
1 0 0 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
3011 NOT_OK 
Cannot insert the value 
NULL into column 
2018-05-21 
13:24:50.153 
-3 -20 1 
3012 NOT_OK 
Cannot insert the value 
NULL into column 
2018-05-21 
13:24:50.153 
-3 -20 1 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
1055 NOT_OK 
String or binary data 
would be truncated. 
2018-05-21 
17:01:01.340 
-1 -3 1 
1275 NOT_OK 
String or binary data 
would be truncated. 
2018-05-21 
17:01:01.343 
-1 -3 1 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
 
 





R 1308 Cannot insert the value NULL into column 
SQL_ERROR 6 Error reported from SQL 
NO_ERROR 23210 







Figure 21 - Developing environment dependencies model in SSAS 
 
 
Figure 22 - Error predictions in development environment from log table 
 




Figure 24 - Error classification from log table of developing environment in SSAS 
 
B.2. Integration environment 
Table 8 - Sample of integration environment table log 
Line 







1 OK Successful migrated 
2018-05-24 
21:06:16.170 0 0 0 
2 OK Successful migrated 
2018-05-24 
21:06:16.180 0 0 0 
3 OK Successful migrated 
2018-05-24 
21:06:16.187 0 0 0 
… … … … … … … 
855 NOT_OK 
A name already exists in 
referred table 
2018-05-24 
21:06:20.433 -1 -51 1 
… … … … … … … 
880 NOT_OK 
A id document number is 
mandatory 
2018-05-24 
21:06:20.457 -1 -59 1 









ID_DOC_NUMBER 68 A id document number is mandatory 
REPEATED_NAME 265 A name already exists in referenced table 
NO_ERROR 24275 
There were no errors. A DML command was perform without 
errors 
UNIQUE_KEY_CONSTRAINT 436 Violation of UNIQUE KEY CONSTRAINT 
 
 
Figure 25 - Integration environment dependencies model in SSAS 
 




Figure 27 - Cluster mining related integration environment 
 
 






C.1. Sample of KMS tables 
Table 10 - KMS script table 




Transfer financial company to 
destination database 
C:\Migration\SQL_FC_transf.




Transfer customers to destination 
database 
C:\Migration\SQL_Customer














































Correcting the connections between 




Table 11 - Sample of comments table 
Tid Comments Comment Date Recommendations isUsefull isValid 
1 This script corrected the issue 05-06-2018 None 1 1 
2 The migration of data was done with success 04-06-2018 None 1 1 
 









Threshold isUsefull isValid 
1 0 1 2018-06-04 None 5 1 1 




Table 13 - Sample of issue table 












update field address from 
table Address with a 




relation to Marketer 




insert a new relation 




C.2. Sample of report tables 




Keywords Issue Descr Issue Title Script Descr Script Name 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 16 - Report queries 















[Migration_Status], [MAP_STATUS],  
'Int' as ENV, 'Env_INT_log' as 
LogTableName from Env_INT_log l, 
[ErrorTypeClassification] err WHERE 
















[Migration_Status], [MAP_STATUS],  
'Int' as ENV, 'Env_INT_log' as 
LogTableName from Env_INT_log l, 
[ErrorTypeClassification] err WHERE 













[LineNumber], [Status], [Reason], 
[ExecutionDate], [Migration_Status], 
[MAP_STATUS], 'Dev', 
'Env_DEV_log'from Env_DEV_log l 












[LineNumber], [Status], [Reason], 
[ExecutionDate], [Migration_Status], 
[MAP_STATUS], 'Dev', 
'Env_DEV_log' from Env_INT_log l 












[LineNumber], [Status], [Reason], 
[ExecutionDate], [Migration_Status], 
[MAP_STATUS], 'Int', 'Env_INT_log' 













[LineNumber], [Status], [Reason], 
[ExecutionDate], [Migration_Status], 
[MAP_STATUS],  'Int', 'Env_INT_log' 







D.1. Project planning 
Project planning 
 




Figure 30 - Project planning second section 
 
 
Figure 31 - Project planning third section 
 
 
 
